
 Growing up with immigrant parents made me feel different from everyone else at school. 

Not only was my upbringing uncommon to others, but also our language. My family were 

originally from Vietnam, brought over to America years prior to the Vietnam War.  

Despite residing in America for so long, my family made an effort to teach me their 

native language. Learning both English and Vietnamese had its cons and made my speech 

different from others. I spoke English slower than others, and it was difficult to keep a 

conversation in both languages. I knew more Vietnamese, as that was the main language spoken 

in our household, so speaking the language became a habit in public as well.  

 When I first started school I did not understand any of the topics taught in class as they 

spoke English faster than what I was comfortable with. Some were curious, with me being a 

different race and tripping over sentences.  

“Where are you really from?” they asked.  

“America,” I replied. 

They would ask the same question again, hoping to get a different answer. I would hear 

this question even years later.  

I later became familiar with students who are from immigrant families and spoke the 

same language as I did. We would sometimes communicate in Vietnamese, as it was more 

comfortable for me to do so.  

Yet we were told, “In America, we speak English.” This seemed to me an offense to my 

overall culture and differences.  

I remember at the end of elementary school, a younger girl called out to me and my 

friends, “What are you doing here, Chinese!” 



My first thoughts to that was that I not Chinese! I consider myself as an American. I was 

born and raised here. Her question was insulting.  I have as much every right to be here as she 

has.  

Even though many years as gone by since that, every now and then I still experience 

actions and words of intolerance. Others around me have experienced these as well. Despite the 

world recognizing so many horrors in the past, many still show intolerance either intentionally or 

unintentionally.  

Most of intolerance experienced in my past is driven by ignorance and childish curiosity 

and might not have been their intention to offend others, but some had every intention to insult 

others’ differences.  


